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The diatonic is mostly used for blues, folk, rock- There are two main types of harmonicas
(sometimes called "harps"), the chromatic harmonica and diatonic bethelsportsnetwork.comgh
the chromatic is extremely versatile, the harmonica which is predominantly used in blues,
rock, country, folk, etc. is called the diatonic harmonica (blues harp type). The harmonica, also
known as a French harp or mouth organ, is a free reed wind instrument used worldwide in
many musical genres, notably in blues, American folk music, classical music, jazz, country,
and rock and bethelsportsnetwork.com are many types of harmonica, including diatonic,
chromatic, tremolo, octave, orchestral, and bass versions. A harmonica is played by using the
mouth (lips and tongue) to.
Harmonicas For Adults Harmonica Set With Case By Reckless Harmonicas. Deluxe 5 Piece
Blues Harmonicas In Keys Of A, C, D, E, & G. 10 Hole Diatonic Harmonicas Packaged In
Vintage Display Case.
Blues harp or cross harp denotes a playing technique that originated in the blues music culture,
and refers to the diatonic harmonica itself, since this is the kind that is most commonly used to
play blues. The diatonic harmonica is awesome for every style of music including country,
blues, rock, gospel, hymns, spirituals, folk and even classical music. That said, the chromatic
harmonica is often considered best for jazz and complex classical music.
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